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Book Design

“Design and make a book from a material that
couldn’t/wouldn’t/shouldn’t be used to make a book.”



Books are a convenient form of storytelling, small enough 
to fit in a pocket or bag. Shoes, however, are an even 
more convenient wearable book, fitted to your feet.
A book is a tool for many things, spreading information, 
teaching and enjoyment etc. Here, the shoe soles act as 
an interactive tool where the occupier can play Noughts 
and Crosses with their own feet. Much like a games book. 



In the moulding process I had to laser-cut the pieces 
to apply to the original sole and then create moulds 
of the sole to be able to pour the rubber in.





Mirage Magazine



Cover

The brief was to create a magazine from 
scratch, with one main feature, a TOC, 
editor’s note and many other aspects. 
I went for a magazine which was based 
around my personal interests as an 
self-expression piece. The photography 
throughout is my own and taken on both 
digital and film.





This ‘Mackerel’ spread is small feature 
on fishing down in South West Devon, 
followed by an interview by my brother.





Cool to Care



BRIDGE THE GAP
WITH A

PIGGY BACK
We bridge the gap between shop and customer

• Shops signup to the Trouser Browser website.

• Customers support local by buying the trousers 
related to their chosen store.

• Each shop has a unique illustration printed on 
the trousers depending what they sell.

• Customers wearing the trousers receive a 
discount when visiting their selected store and 
shop receive a younger audience and publicity.

This project is aimed to make people take 
action, change and think about the climate. 
Not just jump on the bandwagon of it being 
‘Cool to Care’. 
‘Trouser Browser’ is a way in which people can 
show support and promote their chosen stores 
whilst staying stylish.



Garlands Flourist, 
Leith Walk, 
Edinburgh





Brand’s Manifesto



Designing a Manifesto for Black Ash Elderflower 
drinks company. Encompassing their values, 
personality and product. The Manifesto takes 
both a digital and physical form. The downward 
concertina reflecting that of an acient scroll. 

Find the Full Manifesto here:

https://helloitsjeremy.com/Black-Ash-Manifesto

Collaboration with an illustrator, Jemima Mills 
(@jemima_art_).

https://helloitsjeremy.com/Black-Ash-Manifesto






Type Design



ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
12 ?- .

abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz
12 ?- .

This is a display typeface ‘Manel’. The 
movement created in each glyph makes 
for more of a artistic approach to type 
design. Often one letter on its own can 
be very effective.





Care to Kick Campaign
Guerrilla Marketing

The Care to Kick guerrilla marketing 
campaign focuses on getting Rugby 
fans to recycle their waste through 
this humorous method of ‘converting’ 
their recycling.



This is one of the attachable boards that can be 
fitted to the bins. The design is to replicate the 
exit man and the Rugby posts shaped as a H. 



Drawing attention to the bins with these 
signs, contrasts the mundane act of 
recycling with the exciting game and 
challenge of converting your waste.

#sport4climate

General

#sport4climate

Plastic

#sport4climate

Paper



It is aimed to gain traction through the use of 
the #sport4climate where fans can share their 
‘conversion’ attempt.


